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Abstract
Current demands of industry require the application of radionuclides with high specific

radioactivity under low consumption of started nuclides and neutrons during their irradiation in
reactor. To provide this aims staff of ITEP Reactor Department was investigated the different
types of started targets for the production of the main radionuclides: Co-60, Ir-192 and other. In
first turn the targets of Co and Ir without the block-effect of neutron flux (with low absorption
of neutrons) were investigated. The following principal results were received for example for Ir-
192: block-effect is equal 0,086 for diameter of Ir target 6 mm and is equal 0,615 for diameter Ir
target 0,5 mm. It means average neutron flux for Ir target diameter 0,5 mm and therefore the
production of Ir-192 will be at 10 times more then for diameter 6,0 mm. To provide the
automated technology of the manufacture of radioactive sources with radionuclides with high
specific radioactivity it was proposed the compound targets for the irradiation of ones and for
the management with the irradiated targets. Different types of compound targets were analyzed.
Proposals for the development of new automated technology for the production of radionuclides
are considered.
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1. Introduction.

1.1. The types of the nuclear reactors in Russia for the production of a
radionuclides.

Current demands of industry require the application of radionuclides with high specific
radioactivity under low consumption of started nuclides and neutrons during their irradiation in
reactor. To provide this aims staff of ITEP Reactor Department was investigated the different
types of started targets for the production of the main radionuclides: Co-60, Tc, Ir-192 and other
which have used in Russian nuclear reactors for the production of the radionuclides. There are a
number of the Russian nuclear reactors for the production of the radionuclides. List of this
reactors is indicated in the Table 1 [1,2].

Table 1. Research nuclear reactors of the Russian Federation.

Reactor

IR-8

HWR
WWR-C

AM
BR-10

WWR-M

SM-2

RBT-6
RBT-10/1
RBT-10/2

IWW-2

IRT-T

Capacity of
reactor, MWt

8

2,5
10

30
10
16

100

6
10
10
10

6

Maximal density
of neutron flux,

cm'V1

2,47+14

5,0+13
1,0+14

1,1+13
8,6+14 (fast)

4,0+14

5,4+15

1,4+14
1,5+14
1,5+14
4,5+14

1,0+14

Nuclear Research
Centers

Kurchatov
Institute, Moscow

ITEP, Moscow
Branch of

Institute named
Karpov, Obninsk

PPI, Obninsk
u

Institute of
Nuclear Physics

named
B.Konstantinov,
Gatchina, near
S.Peterburgh
Institute of

Nuclear Reactors,
Dimitrovgrad

c

u

tc

Branch of
NDOET
Tomsk

Polytechnical
Institute

State of the
operation

in operation

decommissioning
in operation

«
u

ct

cc

u

cc

u

Besides there are 2 industrial reactors which placed at nuclear defense plant "Mayak" at
South Ural: light water reactor of pool type and heavy-water reactor of channel-vessel type.
Table 1 shows that research reactor SM-2 has the maximal level of thermal neutron density flux
reached 5,4.1015 cm^s'1 in central part of the core. It allows to produce a lot different
radionuclides with high specific activity and also a lot of transplutonium nuclides. It is noted that



reactor HWR of ITEP is not working and is decommissioning now . Information about the state
of this reactor is given in [2,3].

1.2. Terms.

It is expedient to use the identical terms for the best understanding of presented
information.
Irradiation volume - the space of irradiation facility with the beams of the neutral or charge
particles.
Required nuclide - the useful nuclide for different application iwhich is produced by the
irradiation of the started target in the irradiation volume.
Fission required nuclide - the required nuclide which is formed in results of fission of a fissionable
materials in an irradiation volume.
Main started nuclide - the initial nuclide of certain element for the production of the required
nuclide.
Side started nuclide - the one of isotopes of started element which is differed by mass from the
main started nuclide and which can form the isotope's impurity.
Started target - the device of definite geometrical form consisting of the certain mass of matter
with the given concentration of the started nuclide which is used for production of the required
nuclide in the irradiation volume.
Irradiated started target - the started target which have irradiated in the irradiation volume during
certain time for the achieving of given specific activity of the required nuclide.
Compound started target - the target divided at some independent parts contained each the started
nuclide which can irradiated in the irradiation volume independently.
Regenerated started target -the started target contained the started nuclide after repeated cycles of
reprocessing of irradiated started target.
Solid started target -the started target with started nuclide in solid form, for example, as metal or
oxide metal.
Fluid started target -the started target with the started nuclide as solution.
Powder started target - the started target with the started nuclide as powder form contained in
container of certain geometrical sizes.
Unblocked started target -the started target with small blocking of neutron flux which
characterized by small concentration of started nuclide with high absorption of neutrons or small
size of started target.
Ampoule -the device of certain geometrical form, for example, as glass or aluminum capsule, for
allocation of the started targets which is placed in the irradiation volume.
Container - the device for the allocation of one or some ampoules with started targets which is
placed into isotope channels for irradiation into the irradiation volume.
Isotope channel - the special channel of nuclear reactor for the allocation of one or some
containers with the started targets.
Radioisotope source of radiation - the device contained a certain radionuclide with the definitive
type of radiation.
Active part of radioisotope source of radiation or radiator - the part of radioisotope source of
radiation contained the required radionuclide with the definitive type of radiation and specific
activity.

2. Traditional started targets.

The started targets are characterized in the following parameters: 1. by chemical structure;
2. by modular state; 3. by the geometrical sizes and form of a target; 4 by the isotope contents of
main and side started nuclides; 5). in weights. All these parameters are interconnected. Their
choice is carried out in for dependence from conditions irradiation and further technological



operations with irradiated target. So, if a irradiated target is not undergoing to the further
radiochemical processing and wholly is used for a complete set of an active part radiator of a
radiation source more preferable to produce it of the required geometrical form with the
unchanged sizes. If chemical processing of irradiated targets is carried out, it is expedient to
manufacture them in such modular condition, to facilitate the dissolution them and allocation the
radionuclidee from target. The most propagated targets are in solid form (metal) and in powder
state. The targets in liquid kind are used in limited amounts. It is explained by an opportunity of
formation of hydrogen owing to radiolysis of a liquid, that can result in increase of pressure inside
container. The started targets are placed in sealing ampouls. Theses ampouls usually are placed in
containers, which are loaded into isotope channel for an irradiation. There are a number of
design for started targets and started nuclides. The started nuclides can use as plates, disks, wire,
foil and so on. There are a serie requirements to started nuclides and targets.

Chemical purity. The metals, alloys and chemical compositions, containing started
nuclides are used for manufacturing of started targets. It is possible to indicate as an example of
application diverse chemical compositions for started nuclides , used in research nuclear reactors
working IR-8 (HP-8, Kurchatov Institute) and stopped HWR (TBP, Institute of Theoretical and
Experimental Physics) for production of radionuclides. Started targets in kind pure metals (D, S,
Fa, Co, ftu, Ga, As, Se, Sn, ftd, Sb, W, Rfi, la, Au, Ig). oxides of metals (Fa, Ni, Y, Mo, La, Sm,
Gd, Dy, Ba, Ig), salts of inorganic acids (Na, ftl, Na, Ne, Ar, Rb, Sr, Aa, Ig) apply for these
reactors. Large significance there is the chemical cleanliness of started materials to restrict the
contents of radioactive impurities. It is necessary to take into account at definition of conditions
for the radiation of started targets.
Isotope contain of required and side started nuclides.

Level of specific activity for required radionuclides and their isotope purity depend on isotope
contain of started target. It is to use targets with natural and enriched contain of isotopes. The
enrichment of started targets allows to rise the contain of main started nuclide and to change the
proportions between an side started nuclides. If by use of a enriched target distribution of neutrons
on volume of a target does not change at irradiation, the achievable specific activity is
proportional to the relative contents main started nuclide in an enriched target. In some the cases,
when main started nuclide strongly absorpt neutrons, the application of a high-enriched target
does not result to proportional increasing of specific activity as the significant role is played by
effects of blocking. It is thus required more detailed analysis of process for radionuclide's
production. Usually at absence of strong absorption of neutrons in a target for the increasing of
specific activity it is expedient to apply high-enriched started targets. For example, it is expedient
to produce radionuclides 33P according to reaction 33S(n,p)33P (natural contain of 33S 0,75%),
99Mo according reaction 98Mo(n,y)99Mo by the use an high-enriched started targets. Also it is
expedient to use the enriched started target for the production 55Fe, 5 S te, 85Sr, 115mCd, 123Sn,
127mTe, 127Te and other. A some nuclides for the production which it is expedient to use an high-
enriched targets are shown in Table 2

Table 2. Specific activity of required radionuclides depending on contain of main started nuclides.

Main started Contain of main started nuclide into Required Relation of
nuclide

4 1 K

"Ca
50Cr
54Fe
62Ni

targets, %
natural

6,91
2,06
4,31
5,84
3,66

enriched

90
90
90
90
90

nuclides

4 2 K

45Ca
51Cr
55Fe
63Ni

specific acti-
vities into
enriched and
natural
targets

13
44
21
15
25



7 4Se
9 8Mo
108Cd
U 2 Sn
132Ba
152Gd

162Yb
191jr

196Hg
202Hg

0,87
24,13
0,87
0,95
0,097
0,20

0,14
38,5
0,146
29,8

30
99
30
30
10
15
35,7
30
100
30
50

75Se
" M o
109Cd
U3Sn

133 Ba
153Gd

169Yb
,92jr

197Hg
203Hg

34
4
34
33
103
75
20
214
2,6
200
2

The isotope purity of required nuclides at application of a high-enriched target is
increased. It is explained by the reduction of the relative contents side started nuclides and, as a
consequence, the reduction of quantity side radionuclides, influencing on isotope purity of
required radionuclides. Information on the spreading of side started nuclides for production of
required radionuclides are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Abundance of side started nuclides for production of required radionuclides.

Chemical elements Amount of side started nuclides

Al, Na, P, Sc, Mn, Co, As, Y, Nb, Tc, Rh,
I, Cs, Pr, Tb, Ho, Tu, Ta, Au, Bi

Li, C, Cl, Cu, Ga, Br, Rb, Ag, In, 1

Sb, La, Eu, Re, Ir

Mg,Si,Ar,K,Zr 2

S, Cr, Fe, Sr, Ce, Tl 3

Ti, Ni, Zn, Ge,W 4

Ca, Se, Kr, Mo, Pd, Sm, Er, Yb, Hf, Pt 5

Ru, Ba, Nd, Gd, Dy, Os, Hg 6

Te 7

Cr, Xe 8
Sn 9

Table 3 shows that nuclides indicated at first group have natural contain 100% and
therefore ones provides a high isotope purity of required radionuclides. and a well consumption
of neutron during irradiation in reactors.

3. Promising started targets.



As main task of description and choice for promising targets it is expedient to define the
criteria for the possible designs of started targets. It can formulate the following criteria.

1. The level of specific activity for goal radionuclides. The opportunity of specific activity
increasing for promising started targets in comparison with traditional started targets is very
important task for industrial application of goal radionuclides. One allows to rise the service life
for sources of radiation, to rise the influence on irradiated materials and so on.

2. The consumption of a started material. The opportunity of economies of a started
material during manufacture can get a very large significance for seldom or expensive started
nuclides or for started nuclides with very complicated technology of treatment, for example 192Ir.

3. The minimal cost of manufacture for started targets, irradiation in reactor and
manufacture for sources of radiation. As important task of the provision for this requirements can
include the different measures. It is thus necessary to get in kind such aspects of use of perspective
targets as: technical opportunity of manufacturing of a prospective design target; an opportunity
of unification of started targets and active part for sources of radiation; methods of
accommodation of started targets in a radiation volume and required size for the radiation
volume; methods of the complete set of an active part of a radioisotope source of radiation; cost
received goal nuclide.

The listed criteria define a following possible designs of targets: 1) unblocked targets; 2)
compound targets; 3) unified targets; 4) regenerated target. The description of these possible
designs are given in this part of paper.

3.1 .Unblocked started targets.
In some cases at irradiation of started targets in reactor there are the essential effects of

thermal and resonant blocking for neutrons. They consist that if the nucleus of a target has large
cross-section of absorption for neutrons of certain energy, the internal layers of a target for
neutrons of these energy appear by shielded external layers and are used more less effectively,
than surface layers. The factor of thermal blocking for description of blocking effects qth can
define, determined as the relation average on volume of a target of thermal neutron's flux density,
to neutron's flux density on the surface target. The factor of blocking for resonant neutrons can
enter similar. The effects of blocking disappear, when the significance optical average chord
aspires to zero. Physically it corresponds to " hardly diluted " targets with small concentration of
strong absorbed nucleuses or target with very small average chord. Such target refers to as
completely unblocked. It is necessary to note, that the completely unblocked target is physical
idealism. The real targets with strong absorbed nucleuses, in design of which are accepted special
measures for easing of blocking effects, small thickness is for example chosen, are the
approximation to completely unblocked target. The degree of this affinity is shown in Tab. 4 and
5, in which are given the significance q & for metal targets of the different size from 192Ir and 60

Co, for neutrons with energy 0,0253 eV without taking account them scattering in target [4].

Table 4. Factor of blocking for neutron flux for spherical iridium targets.

Diameter 0,5 1,0 1,5 2,0 3,0 4,0 6,0
of target,

mm

natural Ir 0,615 0,420 0,310 0,240 0,165 0,125 0,086

enriched 0,390 0,220 0,150 0,113 0,077 0,058 0,038
Ir



As shown from Table 2, the average level of neutron's flux on volume of target is at
approximately 7 times more for natural indium target of 0,5 mm than for similar target of 6,0 mm.
Consequently the profit of specific activity for this target will be approximately 7 times.

The information on unblocked cobalt targets as the plate is presented in Table 3.

Table 5. Factor of blocking q bi for neutron flux for cobalt targets as plate .

Thickness
of target, mm

qu

0

1,0

0,5

0,8

1,0

0,66

2,0

0,48

As shown from Table 3 the profit of specific activity for cobalt target with thickness 0,5
mm in comparison with one with thickness 2,5 mm will be approximately 2 times.

Other example is the production of197 Hg. According to the calculation for reactor HWR
of ITEP [2] the specific activity of197 Hg with mass of196 Hg 0,0075 g is at 3 times more than 1%

Hg target with mass 9,02 g. So the application of targets with loosed effect of blocking
("unblocked targets") permits under same conditions of irradiation to have higher average on
volume of a target the density of a neutron flux than in targets without "effect of unblocking", and
accordingly higher specific activity.

It is very interested the task of the combination together two considered effects to use
unblocking targets enriched by the started nuclides. The application of such targets is expedient in
those cases when a small content of a main started nuclide accompanies by the presence of strong
absorption of neutrons by a main and side nuclides. According to the calculation for reactor HWR
of ITEP [2] the application of unblocked target with the contain of196 Hg 30% allows to rise the
specific activity of197 Hg at hundreds times in comparison than the application of Hg target with
natural contain of isotopes.

3.2. Compound started targets.

The conception of unblocked targets allows to proceed to a such promising targets as a
compound started targets. The application of compound started target is expedient when the
manufacture of an active part of a radiation source is provided by the use of an irradiation started
target wholly, having the sizes and the form of active part for radiation source. The idea of a
compound started target consists that the active part of a radioisotope source of radiation is
completed from separate components each of which is a unblocked irradiated started target with
the sizes less than the size of the active part of a radioisotope source of radiation and is irradiated
independently from other parts. Let consider as one example the production of 192Ir to illustrate
the idea of a compound starting target. The standard target to complete the active part of
radiation source from irradiated 192Ir is the disk with a diameter equal to the height. These sizes
can be 2,3,4,6 mm. The compound started targets have the same diameters and the thickness
which is varied since 0,1 mm till 0,5 mm. The standard and compound targets are irradiated
during 3 months at the density of neutron flux 5.1013 cm'V. The symbols Ast and Ac are
concerned to the activities of the standard and compound targets accordingly. Results of the
calculation for the activities of irradiation standard and compound targets are given in Table 6.

Table 6. Ratio of activities for standard and compound targets of natural iridium as a disks of
different sizes.

Thickness of compound targets, mm
Diameter of disks, mm

2,0 3,0 4,0 6,0

7



0,1 2,79 4,0 5,36 7,84

0,2 2,17 3,15 4,16 6,08

0,3 1,76 2,56 3,38 4,95

0,5 1,24 1,81 2,38 3,48

As it shown from Table 6 the application of a compound targets permits to realize all
advantages of a unblocked started targets that is to increase specific activity and due to this to
increase complete activity of a radiation source, if total weight of a compound target is equal to
weight of a standard target, or to save a starting material, if the complete activity of a compound
target is equal to activity of a standard target. There are an other examples of the application for
compound started targets which illustrate the possibility of the receiving in some cases the
significant gain.

Main problem, arising at irradiation of compound target, consists that for considerably
greater radiation volume for the irradiation of them can be required than for standard targets. But
in case of the application of compound started targets it can provide more optimal discrete
allocation of compound started targets in radiation volume without appreciable mutual easing of a
neutron flux and accordingly more neutron density flux. The other task is the manufacture of thin
or small started targets. In this case it needs the special equipment.

3.3. Regenerated started targets.

There are a lot spent radioisotope sources of radiation. The some radionuclides in these
sources are a rare, valuable or expensive . In connection with that the task on possible utilization
of spent radionuclides after the exhaustion of service life can be well -timed and usefull. This
possibility don't realized in connection with sufficient resources of initial started materials.
Nevertheless there the principal opportunity to use the spent radionuclides by the repeatedly
irradiation them in irradiation volume, it means that it will use the remote technology of
management with spent radionuclides to prepare one for irradiation in rector. In principle this task
can be to solve at current level of nuclear engineering.

4. Proposals for the development of the new technology of the radionuclides
production.

There are a lot proposals for the enhancement of existing technology for the production
of required radionuclides. A some of them is contained in [2]. Information on existing and
promising technologies for production of required radionuclides are presented below.

4.1.Existing technology.

The existing technology for the production of radionuclides consists of 3 closely
connected sections. The first section is the preparing machine shop or special laboratory for the
preparation of started nuclides at definitive chemical condition or state of aggregation of matter,
for example, metals, oxides of metals, powder and so on manufacturing of ampoules, containers,
started targets and special isotope's channels. The second section is radiation facility, for
example, a nuclear reactor or accelerator. Third section is the reprocessing plant or the isotope
plant on the preparation of required radionuclides and radioisotope's sources of radiation. The
technological process on the manufacturing of started nuclides and targets, containers and other



includes the succession of the operations on input examination of starting materials, of
manufacturing of started targets, ampoules, containers and isotope channels. There are the
following succession of the operations:

-the manufacturing of ampoules from glass, alluminum and zirconium alloys (and
sometimes austenitic steel);

- the manufacturing of containers;
-receipt and transportation of started materials;
-input examination of started materials;
-preparation of chemical compounds for started targets;
-manufacturing of started targets of definitive geometrical form with sealing of ones;
-examination of level of sealing for started targets;
-transportation of finished containers or isotope's channels to reactor;
-irradiation of started targets into irradiation facility;
-transportation of irradiated started targets to isotope plant or isotope shop or laboratory

for manufacturing of required radionuclides and source of radiation.

4.2. Promising technology.

The main requirements for the enhancement of radionuclide's production are following:
- rise of specific activity for some radionuclides;
-decreasing of demands for some rare and valuable started nuclides during a process of

required radionuclides production;
-enhancement of conditions for workers included a radiological;
-the decreasing of cost for radionuclides and radiation sources and expenditures for

technological cycle of radionuclides production.
To achieve these aims the improvement of technology of radionuclide's production claims

first of all unification of starting targets in connection with variety of their designs. The unification
of starting targets will allow, first of all, to reduce number of technological operations, to simplify
the manufacturing of started targets, to mechanize and to automate a technological processes in
preparing machine shop and isotope shop or plant and to reduce cost of sources of radiation. It is
obvious, that it is necessary to proceed also from satisfaction to technical requirements on sources
of radiation.

The analysis available given about design of radiator for sources of radiation permits to
make the following conclusion. The radiators for a- and (3- sources represent, as a rule, a
substrates with put on them radionuclides. The radiators for some y- radiation are executed in
kind one or several granules. The sources y-radiation are completed by irradiated started targets
of the various geometrical form, placed at tight ampoules. The radiators for a part of sources of x-
ray radiation are basically executed in kind of a substrate with radionuclides. In this connection
with the purposes of unification the starting targets in liquid and powdered conditions and solid
targets in kind of balls of a small diameter can be considered. Against unification on the basis of
liquid starting target there are some weighty objections. One of them is in opportunity of
formation of radiolytic hydrogen, especially at long-term irradiation, other - in necessity of
realization of numerous technological operations with irradiated targets at manufacturing of
sources of radiation, the radiators which are completed by targets in solid kind. The last two
objections is concerned also to unification on basis of powdered targets, though they and find
rather wide application in practice of radionuclide production. Besides there are the certain
difficulties at management with irradiated powdered targets in isotope shop or plant, as it is
possible an adhering and producing dust of irradiated powders in process of their treatment in
hot laboratories, if not will be accepted a special measures on suppression of these effects.
The analysis existing and perspective designs of started targets of with allowance for available and
possible technological processes in preparing machine shop and isotope shop or plant shows, that
for purposes of unification at manufacturing of radiation sources of various types the started
targets in kind of balls of small diameter can be to offer. The basis for such proposal are a number



of physical and technological reasons. Universal targets in a kind of small-sized balls, as appear,
are the most suitable from the point of view of a opportunity for automated manufacturing of
containers and hereinafter active parts (radiators) of radiation sources. The certain difficulties can
has arisen in connection with very small required by sizes of balls and necessity of a arrangement
them at irradiation by a thin layer for fulfillment of unblocking conditions. The small reduction of
a radiator's weight for sources of radiation, connected with of ball's application , is easily
compensated by increased specific activity. The universal targets in a kind of small-sized balls can
be a convenience to repeated use after exhaustion of radiation source the given service life, when
it expediently on technological reasons. The conducted consideration testifies that the application
of started targets of the spherical form can appear useful in a technological cycle of manufacture
of radionuclides. However the obstacle for unification design of started targets on the basis of
targets of the spherical form are for a today's day absence of developed technologies for their
manufacturing.

S.Conclusion.

Information about the production of different radionuclides in Russian research reactor
presentedhere on the opportunity to enhance the existing technology for the production of
radionuclides. There are the principal possibilities to rise a specific activity of some required
radionuclides in connection with an use of unblocked started targets and also to decrease the
consumption of started nuclides. In connection with that it is expedient to carry out R&D
investigations.
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